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TT No.40: Brian Buck - Saturday 30th September 2017; Gimingham United v 

Runton United; Walcott Lighthouse Inn North East Norfolk League Sanders Coaches 

Division 1; Result: 1-2; Attendance: 15 approx.  

Today we had rather a pleasant day out, close to the North-East Norfolk coast. We 

arrived in the area well before kick-off, but the lure of a pub ‘on the list’ and a 

decent church in Southrepps, delayed us getting there. Furthermore, we also went 

to another pub close to the ground, where we ordered food. So just how long does 

it take to knock up a burger, chips and beans, plus two cheese and onion rolls? The 

consequence of this was that we arrived at the ground just as they were kicking 

off. The reason why this game was chosen today was that the fact that Runton 

United have won every league match since they drew 2-2 with Plumstead Rangers 

on 15 November 2014. The league table shows that their last league defeat came 

in the 2013/14 season. They’d already won their first five games of this season and 

today they faced their hosts who had won all of their six opening games. Nothing 

against Runton, but this was a good chance to say, “I was there,” when they finally 

dropped some points. However today was not that day!  The pitch sloped slightly 

and they had a stand here as well, complete with a few concrete steps. But it must 

have been made by the ‘friends’ of Luton Town, as it had loads of posts blocking 

one’s view. Furthermore, there was a Perspex dugout almost in front of it. So, it 

was unused and indeed would probably only be used when it rains. To a degree the 

game did not quite live up to expectations. Both sides were evenly matched and so 

although it was entertaining, it wasn’t that exciting. The inevitable happened on 

16 minutes when Runton took the lead, but Gimingham regrouped and started to 

see a lot of the ball. So, when they equalised on 33 minutes, it was just about 

deserved. Runton then scored what would turn out to be the winning goal on 40 

minutes, but it might not have been so had the home lino raised his flag for 

offside, which I believe it was. The second half saw the hosts run out of ideas and 

Runton, without looking brilliant, go on and create quite a few scoring 

chances. So, their run continues. Afterwards as we drove away, we passed the 

players walking back down the road to the Village Hall where they got changed. 
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